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Abstract. The study examines the key features and areas of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) government’s policy aimed at boosting the export of weapons, military and special equipment (WMSE) within the broader strategy of reforming the Indian military-industrial complex (MIC). The long-term goal of the Indian government is to achieve “strategic autonomy” in the defence sector. In the short term, Indian arms exports serve as the driving force behind the “Make in India” and “Self-reliant India” programmes — pivotal components of Prime Minister Modi’s political agenda. The significant amplification factor for India’s export ambitions has been conditioned in part by the escalating border tensions with China since 2017. The export of WMSE is emerging as a crucial tool to strengthen India’s bilateral relations with countries in the Asia-Pacific region to counterbalance China. Nonetheless, to propel India into the group of the world’s leading arms exporters, as well as to gain full “strategic independence,” may be hard to achieve even in the long run. Despite systemic reforms in the military-industrial complex, efforts to engage private businesses and attract foreign capital, a number of challenges impede the growth of the defence industry and the export potential of the Indian military-industrial complex. These include the inadequate development of India’s manufacturing sector, dependency on foreign technologies, and insufficient funding for military-technical advancements. At the same time, the policy of supporting defence exports and reforming the MIC has been a stable trend in the strategy of the BJP government, playing a crucial role in the fulfillment of its short, medium and long term goals.
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Аннотация. Рассматриваются основные направления и особенности политики правительства «Бхаратия джаната парти» (БДП) по стимулированию экспорта вооружений, военной и специальной техники (ВВСК) в контексте общей стратегии по реформированию индийского военно-промышлённого комплекса (ВПК). В долгосрочной перспективе политика индийского правительства направлена на достижение «стратегической независимости» в оборонном секторе. В краткосрочной перспективе индийский экспорт вооружений выступает локомотивом программ «Сделай в Индии» и «Самодостаточная Индия», которые играют центральную роль в политической стратегии премьер-министра Наренды Моди. Значительное увеличение экспортных планов индийского правительства частично обусловлено обострением пограничных противоречий с КНР с 2017 г. Экспорт ВВСК становится важным инструментом по укреплению двусторонних связей Индии со странами Азиатско-Тихоокеанского региона в противовес Китаю. Тем не менее вхождение Индии в группу мировых лидеров по экспорту вооружений, как и полная «стратегическая независимость», труднодостижимы даже в долгосрочной перспективе. Несмотря на целый ряд системных реформ в ВПК, привлечение частного бизнеса и иностранного финансирования, развитию оборонной промышленности и экспорту индийских ВВСК препятствует ряд факторов. Среди них недостаточное развитие производственного сектора, зависимость от иностранных технологий и слабое финансирование военно-технических разработок. В то же время политика поддержки оружейного экспорта и реформирования ВПК является устойчивой тенденцией в стратегии правительства БДП и в целом играет важную роль в реализации его краткосрочных, среднесрочных и долгосрочных целей.
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Introduction

Recent global geopolitical upheavals and the escalation of regional military conflicts have elevated the “Cool war” between the United States and Russia to a significant confrontation level (Khudoley, 2022). This has prompted many nations to reassess their national defence capabilities and strategies for developing their military-industrial complexes. India, a key player in the international relations system, serves as a prominent example of a state giving considerable attention to this aspect. The policy of reforming the Indian military-industrial complex (MIC) has been playing an important role in Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s overarching agenda since the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) assumed power in 2014. One of the focal points of this policy is to reduce India’s strategic dependence on foreign arms imports, emphasising a most rapid transition to the domestic production of a wide range of weapons and equipment. This military-industrial development aligns with Prime Minister Modi’s broader strategy of positioning India among the world’s leading powers and integrating it into global value chains. The government’s approach includes openness to foreign technologies and investment in the
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military-industrial sector along with an active participation of private Indian enterprises.

During the 2000s, the strategic objectives of the Indian government were also directed towards reducing dependence on arms imports. However, a heightened emphasis on an export-oriented policy was not pursued during this period. The opening up of the military-industrial complex to private manufacturing companies in 2001 marked a crucial step towards industry reform. The Defence Procurement Procedure (DPP), enacted in 2002, prioritised military products manufactured in India for public procurement, offering state support to selected military industries. Nonetheless, products from Indian defence enterprises often faced obstacles in achieving parity with analogous weaponry and equipment from other nations, thereby often failing to meet the requirements of the Indian armed forces. Notably, India ranked 40th among the 86 arms exporting countries in 2001. Still, by 2011, it had remained at the 37th position within the list of 74 countries.

The strategy adopted by the BJP government upon assuming power in 2014 proved to be coherent and contributed significantly to the advancement of India’s military-industrial complex as well as to the expansion of India’s exports of arms, military equipment and special equipment (WMSE). The implemented measures resulted in a discernible and consistent decline in India’s reliance on foreign arms imports. In contrast to the 2011–2015 period, India’s procurement of foreign weaponry decreased by 33% during the 2016–2020 period.

In 2018, the BJP government revealed an ambitious plan aiming to position India among the top five global producers and exporters in the military and aerospace industries by 2025. The implementation of this plan was supported by an active state policy aimed at fostering the export of Indian weapons and equipment. In 2020, India achieved a milestone by securing a position in the list of the world’s top 25 arms and military equipment exporters for the first time, ranking 23rd. Indian Defence Minister R. Singh reported a substantial growth of 334% in Indian defence exports from 2016 to 2021, with 75 countries worldwide becoming buyers of Indian weapons and equipment.

The Indian government outlined its plans to achieve a total production increase of WMSE by 25 billion USD by 2025, generating 5 billion USD in export revenue.

In this regard, it would be prudent to examine the principal areas and characteristics of the Indian government’s policy aimed at stimulating and expanding national exports of arms, military and special equipment. Additionally, an assessment of the interim results and potential prospects of this policy is crucial. It is imperative to emphasise that the analysis of the Indian WMSE export development policy cannot be conducted separately from the key changes taking place in the defence planning system and the ongoing reforms within the Indian MIC. To achieve this
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objective, the most appropriate approach should be to involve the structural and functional method, coupled with applied political analysis encompassing both theoretical-fundamental and instrumental-empirical dimensions, including event and retrospective analysis.

The underlying hypothesis of this article is that the policy of promoting the WMSE export, in the broader context of the ongoing reform of the Indian MIC, serves not only to reduce India’s dependence on arms imports, but also to enhance strategic relations with buyer countries. This strategic initiative is particularly important for India’s efforts to counterbalance the growing influence of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in South and Southeast Asia. In addition, the policy is seen as a means to gain political dividends by serving as a showcase for Prime Minister Modi’s political and economic reform agenda. Nevertheless, achieving “strategic autonomy” and, even more ambitiously, positioning India at the forefront of the world’s arms exporting nations remains questionable, particularly given the current capabilities of the national military-industrial complex and the manufacturing industry, and this scepticism persists even for the long term.

The First Stage of Reforms and the Make in India Programme

After coming to power in May 2014, the BJP government championed the “Make in India” programme, a national initiative associated with Prime Minister Modi. The programme, which advocated collaborative initiatives with foreign manufacturers, sought to facilitate the relocation of industrial production to Indian territory, contingent upon the transfer of production technologies to India. This approach enhanced the investment attractiveness of the Indian industrial sector and increased the level of production in the defence industry (Behera, 2016; Desouza, 2016, pp. 34–35). The “Make in India” programme specifically targeted the military-industrial complex as a vital component of the manufacturing sector (Cowshish, 2016, pp. 8–9).

As reforms to the military-industrial complex began, the new Indian authorities focused on stimulating exports of military-industrial products. In September 2014, the Defence Export Steering Committee (DESC) was inaugurated to unite key entities within India, including the Indian Armed Forces and the Defence Research and Development Organization (DRDO). The DESC was established to coordinate government agencies and enterprises to streamline the export of Indian weapons and military equipment. To attract both public and private producers, the export license procedure for India’s WMSE has been significantly simplified. In 2015, Indian authorities recommended that defence enterprises in the public sector increase their exports to 10% of the total annual production. This initiative was aimed at improving the quality of Indian weapons and enhancing the technological level of production lines, positioning India for international competition in WMSE products. This was seen as a necessary step towards developing a wider production capacity and preparing the MIC for a competitive full production cycle, including all stages — from initial development to the final introduction of these products in international markets.

In 2016, the Ministry of Defence issued an updated version of the DPP, which outlined the state strategy for the planning and promoting the Indian military-industrial sector for the previous years (Ganapathi, 2016, pp. 7–9). This document envisioned a significantly expanded involvement of Indian private micro, small, and
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medium enterprises (MSMEs) in the development of the defence industry.\textsuperscript{9} This particular aspect is frequently identified by Indian experts as one of the crucial elements for overhauling the entire military-industrial complex (Kaushik, 2017, pp. 41–44). Particular emphasis was placed on the potential for joint ventures with foreign manufacturers willing to invest in upgrading production capabilities in India. This was underscored within the framework of India’s offset policy, which entails the transfer of production technologies as part of the technology transfer arrangement (Chhibber, 2018, p. 39).

**Influence of Indo-Chinese Contradictions**

The modernisation strategy of India’s armed forces and military-industrial complex has been significantly influenced by external factors, particularly the escalating tensions with China. The heightened antagonism between New Delhi and Beijing became increasingly evident against the backdrop of growing competition for influence over the Indian Ocean states and the exacerbation of frozen territorial disputes (Cowshish, 2014a, p. 5; Pakanati, 2019). China was displacing India from its longstanding markets within South Asia and cementing relations with Pakistan — a strategic adversary of India (Chakravorty, 2022, pp. 19–22).

China’s geo-economic expansion across South, Central and Southeast Asia coincided with an intensification of the foreign policy rhetoric emanating from the Chinese authorities. Amidst the persistence of the “partnership — rivalry” paradigm in Sino-Indian relations, the substantial overhaul of the Chinese armed forces in 2015 was interpreted as a potential threat to India’s national interests and sovereignty, particularly in the disputed regions along the Line of Actual Control (LAC). At the same time, India’s allocations for the modernisation of its armed forces remained traditionally modest when juxtaposed with the extensive investments made by the People’s Liberation Army (Cowshish, 2014b, p. 9). The stand-off between Indian and Chinese troops on the Doklam plateau in 2017 was seemingly regarded in New Delhi as a litmus test by Beijing, gauging India’s response to attempts at altering the status quo in contested regions of the LAC. In this context, the strategic importance of reforming the military-industrial complex expediently and strengthening the capabilities of the Indian armed forces became increasingly apparent.

**The Second Stage of Reforms and Growing Export Ambitions**

Since 2018, the BJP government has adopted a more proactive approach to the development of the military-industrial complex, implementing a series of reforms to enhance the interoperability of the armed forces and their commands (Choudhary, 2022, p. 34; Pant, 2020, pp. 6–7). In particular, the establishment of the Defence Planning Committee (DPC) stands out as a pivotal institutional link within the Ministry of Defence, shaping the trajectory of the Indian MIC’s development. The DPC consolidated the heads of the key institutions responsible for defence planning in India into a single organization (Behera, 2021a, pp. 23–24).

At the same time, the establishment of military-industrial corridors in Uttar Pradesh and Tamil Nadu, designed to enhance production capabilities, streamline logistics, and encourage collaboration between public and private enterprises, was a landmark initiative. Furthermore, there has been a notable surge in export targets with the 2017 export plan more than doubling (Suman, 2021, pp. 89–95, 135–139). In 2018, the Draft Defence Production Policy set a target of 350 billion rupees (approximately 5 billion USD) for Indian defence exports by 2025.\textsuperscript{10}


The BJP government took significant steps to carry out these ambitious plans. Licencing rules were notably simplified to attract private manufacturing companies previously not involved in defence production. The production of approximately 60% of various military product components was made licence-free.\textsuperscript{11} Private Indian manufacturers emerged as key players, obtaining over 85% of all export licences in 2019–2020\textsuperscript{12}. Additionally, in alignment with the suggestions of key analytical centres and relevant organisations in India, the government permitted the DRDO to transfer directly the acquired foreign military technologies to private Indian enterprises actively engaged in the production of WMSE.\textsuperscript{13} This approach aimed to enable DRDO to focus on new technologies and prototypes while facilitating the swift deployment of production-ready solutions by the manufacturing sector (Behera, 2021b). In order to intensify exports, the Export Promotion Cell was established within the Department of Defence Production in 2019.\textsuperscript{14}

Following its decisive victory in the 2019 general parliamentary elections, the Modi government initiated a rebalancing of management structures within the Ministry of Defence. The introduction of the Chief of Defence Staff (CDS) position in 2020 and the creation of the Department of Military Affairs strengthened the role of the military community in strategic decision-making, enhanced interagency cooperation and reformed the defence planning system. The military elites obtained a decisive role in advising the government on the formulation of military diplomacy in relations with countries involved in developing military-technical cooperation with India. The implemented reforms brought about a radical departure from the established practices of the previous decades. Since the 1950s, the leadership of the governing bodies within the Ministry of Defence had consistently been held exclusively by civilians. This was done to safeguard against the potential threat of a military coup. However, the downside to this approach was the challenge it posed in implementing structural reforms within the management of the armed forces and the Indian MIC (Singh, 2016, p. 30–31).

**Self-Reliant India Campaign and Defence Acquisition Procedure**

In his annual address to the nation on May 12, 2020, Prime Minister Modi introduced the Self-reliant India Policy — a comprehensive programme to support key sectors of the Indian economy.\textsuperscript{15} As part of this all-encompassing national programme for economic and industrial development, the strategy for the expansion of military production aimed to achieve a milestone whereby Indian enterprises would be mandated to produce a minimum of 75% of all WMSE procured for the Indian Armed Forces in the coming years. The impetus for this policy shift towards “self-sufficiency” was further fueled by a new phase of tensions along the Indo-Chinese border, exemplified by the tragic incident in June 2020 when twenty Indian soldiers perished in a border clash in the Galvan River Valley in Ladakh. The deterioration in


Indo-Chinese relations concomitantly witnessed an augmentation of the Indian military contingent in the western sector of the LAC. The heightened assertiveness of China’s position regarding the contentious borders in said area was construed within Indian political and academic circles as yet another manifestation of Beijing’s strategy to restrain India’s global ambitions within the South Asian region (Singh, 2020, pp. 4–5; Sharma, 2021, pp. 14–16; Kalyani, 2021, pp. 149–155).

In September 2020, the Indian Ministry of Defence introduced the Defence Acquisition Procedure (DAP), which replaced the previous Defence Procurement Procedure. Both documents aimed at emphasising forced indigenisation of defence production and enhancing the planning system for state military procurement. However, the most recent iteration of the law has undergone notable innovations. The DAP increased the maximum shares of foreign direct investment (FDI) in Indian defence sector manufacturers. Under the new regulations, companies with foreign investment of up to 74% are automatically granted a licence for the production of weapons, military and special equipment, which is now under the automatic route. If this limit is exceeded, the government approval route is required. In cases involving the transfer of full production technology to India, the FDI limit could reach 100%, indicating a deliberate effort to attract foreign capital and adopt advanced technologies for the qualitative development of the Indian military industry.

Reforming State-Owned Defence Enterprises and Protectionist Measures

A key document, the Draft Defence Production and Export Promotion Policy focuses on stimulating exports of nine state-owned defence enterprises with a special status as Defence Public Sector Undertakings (DPSUs). In 2021, as an integral part of this policy, a restructuring initiative was implemented targeting one of the oldest state-owned MIC organizations. This entity had long been criticized by experts for its perceived low production efficiency and excessive bureaucratisation. On the basis of the Ordnance Factory Board, which had comprised 41 ordnance factories, seven new DPSU were established. The primary objective was to cut elevated production costs, enhance product quality, and minimise delays in delivering finished products to the Indian Armed Forces.

In 2021, in order to achieve the goal of “self-sufficiency,” the Ministry of Defence introduced “negative lists,” imposing an embargo on the import of foreign components and parts used in the production of weapons and military equipment. In 2021–2022, several lists of “positive indigenization” were released, encompassing over 2,500 items of military products, materials, and 351 “high value imported items” that are exclusively procurable from Indian manufacturers.

The imposition of such restrictions evidently aims to bolster Indian manufacturers engaged in the production of either exact or closely analogous versions of the prohibited for import military items. It is postulated that the requirement to procure exclusively Indian variants of various types of weapons for the Indian armed forces will enable domestic manufacturing companies not only to increase
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sales within the country but also potentially to gain access to international markets in the future. Conversely, A. Cowshish contends that many of the names included in these lists, particularly in the Supplementary List of Parts and Consumables issued in August 2022, are "low technology and easily indigenisable" items. Such an approach to compiling lists undoubtedly eases the Indian Defence Ministry’s efforts to report higher indigenisation percentages of WMSE purchases.

**Joint Military-Technical Cooperation Projects**

Against this backdrop, it is important to provide a concise overview of the level of cooperation between Indian manufacturers and companies from states that maintain developed relations with India in the field of military-technical cooperation. As of 2021, there were 44 joint ventures in the Indian defence industry. New Delhi exhibits its most robust relationships in military-technical cooperation with Moscow. Russia serves as India’s primary source, as until recently it was the only partner willing to facilitate technology transfer and provide cutting-edge weapons and equipment at reasonable prices (Likhachev, 2018, pp. 67–71).

The most renowned military-technical cooperation is the Indian-Russian *BrahMos* project, a supersonic anti-ship cruise missile (ASCM) recognised for its balanced and versatile capabilities, garnering interest from various countries engaged in arms imports. In 2020, Russia agreed to India’s market release of *BrahMos* internationally for sales to third-party nations. However, the export prospects of this cruise missile may encounter obstacles due to the potential application of *Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act* (CAATSA) against the export of Russian weapons. Nevertheless, potential sanctions against third countries expressing interest in acquiring *BrahMos* do not hinder the ambitions of the Indian manufacturer, *BrahMos* Aerospace, which aims to secure orders totaling 5 billion USD by 2025. Besides the Philippines, which signed a 375 million USD contract in 2022, the manufacturer counts Indonesia, Malaysia, and Vietnam among its priority buyers.

At the same time, India’s longstanding aspiration to avoid excessive dependence in strategic areas requires a diversified expansion of military-technical cooperation. In recent years, the cooperation between India and both the United States and France has been rapidly evolving. The outcomes of Prime Minister N. Modi’s official visits to the United States and France in the summer of 2023 proved significant. Both Washington and Paris have shown increased interest in collaborating on military-technical ventures, technology transfers, and relocating military-industrial complex production to India.

It is worth noting that between 2021 and 2023, Indian-Israeli cooperation in the joint development and production of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) strengthened. Additionally, India is exploring the potential for collaborative arms development with South Korea, Singapore and several other states. While the results of these joint development projects will only
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become apparent in the medium term, by 2023, New Delhi’s inclination towards closer cooperation with arms manufacturers from Western countries had become evident.

**Economic Instruments for Export Promotion**

A key element of the export support policy is the financing of contracts for the acquisition of the Indian WMSE. This scheme facilitates cooperation with Indian manufacturers by engaging countries worldwide that possess comparatively limited financial capabilities but wish to modernise their national armed forces with relatively contemporary weaponry. The Export-Import Bank of India (EXIM Bank), serving as the primary government agency overseeing export and import operations in India, plays a central role in financing such transactions. For instance, in 2019, EXIM Bank established a credit line amounting to 500 million USD, earmarked for the export of diverse Indian WMSE to the Republic of Bangladesh. By 2021, EXIM Bank had disbursed loans totaling more than 900 million USD to facilitate the export of Indian weapons. The granting of credit lines for the sale of Indian arms and equipment to countries in the Asia-Pacific region represents a pivotal element of New Delhi’s strategy to broaden the export footprint of its products in international markets. The provision of loans for arms deals is particularly conspicuous in India’s military-technical cooperation with Southeast Asian countries. This approach is to be construed as a clear manifestation of India’s diplomatic strategy, wherein the sale of its WMSEs serves to bolster its strategic presence in the region (Ram, 2018, pp. 59–62, 64–67).

**Export of Weapons and Equipment as a Foreign Policy Mechanism**

The trade in arms and military equipment serves as an effective means for enhancing New Delhi’s diplomatic relations with neighboring states in South and Southeast Asia. Given the escalating tensions between India and China, this aspect is expected to play a progressively significant role in shaping India’s engagements with countries across the Asia-Pacific region, including Vietnam, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Malaysia, and states in the Middle East. Notably, in October 2020, India presented Myanmar with the INS Sindhuvir, a diesel-electric submarine upgraded from the Soviet Project 877 Paltus, as a symbolic gesture to underscore the strategic depth of their relationship. The primary objective of this move was largely to highlight the more advanced characteristics of the submarine as compared to similar offerings available for purchase from China.

Subsequent to the clashes in Ladakh in 2020, there has been an increased emphasis on reinforcing the diplomatic dimension through arms sales, joint military exercises and the enhancement of bilateral relations in the Indian Ocean region (Thomas, 2020, pp. 10, 23). Observations by Indian experts indicate that since 2021, New Delhi has been deliberately escalating its WMSE exports to Southeast Asian states, positioning itself as a viable “alternative to China” and a more “reliable security partner.” This aligns with the overarching strategy, wherein the sale of its WMSEs serves to bolster its strategic presence in the region (Ram, 2018, pp. 59–62, 64–67).
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foreign policy strategies of New Delhi, namely the “Neighbors First Policy” and the “Act East Policy” (Ranade, 2022, pp. 63–64).

**Current Status and Main Sales Markets**

The initiatives taken by the BJP government convey a discernible and cohesive strategy indicative of a concerted effort to secure prominent positions in the global production and export of weapons and equipment. The surge in WMSE exports can be directly attributed to the comprehensive reforms within the MIC and concurrent state regulations in this area. The pursuit of a “strategic autonomy” strategy is aimed at ensuring that Indian enterprises progressively contribute a minimum of 75% of all weapons, military and specialised equipment procured for the Indian armed forces in the coming years. On the one hand, there is a noteworthy upward trend in the share of purchases from Indian manufacturers, rising from 58% in the financial year 2021–2022 to 68% in the financial year 2022–2023. At the same time, India relies heavily on imports for the procurement of technologically sophisticated and advanced weapons and equipment, encompassing aircraft, tanks, submarines and state-of-the-art air defence missile systems among others. Despite India’s systematic efforts to increase localisation levels and facilitate licenced production or assembly domestically, there is a limit to reducing significantly the import dependency, especially concerning the newest and most advanced weapons and military equipment. Such a reduction could potentially compromise the nation’s security, underscoring the intricate fine line that India must follow in its pursuit of self-sufficiency in defence capabilities.

Conversely, there has been a discernible upturn in domestic production. A noteworthy milestone was the 2021 agreement for the delivery of 83 Indian Tefas Mk.1A fighters to meet the demanding requirements of the Indian Air Force. The Indian Air Force, known for its stringent criteria in weapons acquisitions, is poised to receive serial deliveries of this upgraded model in 2024, potentially providing fresh momentum to the global appeal of this lightweight Indian fighter. Additionally, a noteworthy international interest has been generated by the BrahMos missile defence system and the Akash air defence system, with negotiations for their supply to several nations reaching an advanced stage.

These cases underscore India’s rise to a higher level of capabilities, offering an increasingly competitive array of weapons and equipment. A distinctive niche in Indian exports focuses on the development of proprietary training computer programmes and combat simulations, particularly catering to militarily advanced nations, with a notable emphasis on the United States. Prominent importers of diverse Indian weapons and equipment include countries of the Middle East and North Africa, namely Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Israel, Iraq and Algeria. Moreover, significant trade partners include major Western countries such as the United States, Australia and South Korea. In the Asia-Pacific region, Vietnam, Indonesia and Bangladesh stand out as strategically important markets for the Indian WMSE, highlighting India’s successful sales of a wide range of naval weapons. Simultaneously, Myanmar holds a prominent position as the
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*28 The fiscal year in India starts on April 1st.
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largest buyer, accounting for 50%, while Sri Lanka and Armenia constitute 25% and 11%, respectively, of India’s recent military product acquisitions.31

Dependence on Foreign Technologies and Insufficient Support for R&D

Despite the evident success of Indian WMSE exports, it is crucial to point out that these are essentially obsolete models of foreign weapons for which production technologies have been transferred to India. This includes a spectrum of weapons, ranging from aircraft and artillery to small arms and ammunition. The Indian side subsequently undertook some upgrades to align these models with modern requirements. Following the modifications, the “Indianised” variants of weapons and equipment are introduced to the international market as indigenous developments. However, apart from cost considerations, such weapon models typically possess fewer decisive competitive advantages compared to the latest Western or Russian developments.

Given all this, it is crucial to emphasise a significant systemic obstacle to the advancement of India’s military-industrial complex — India’s extensive dependence on foreign technologies and components for production. Notably, in the first half of the 2010s, the leading defence production entities, Hindustan Aeronautics Limited and Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders Limited, exhibited a year-on-year dependence on imported nodal parts, components and materials averaging 90% and 67% respectively (Behera, 2016, p. 44).

Despite the endeavors aimed at “positive indigenisation,” achieving a significant level of import substitution for critical weapon systems remains a formidable challenge. This predicament is further underscored in the broader realm of joint weapons development, where a salient reliance on foreign partners persists. Significant constraints include contractual limitations on technology and component transfers for production, restrictions on replicating licenced technologies and specific conditions governing investments in collaborative ventures (Desouza, 2017, pp. 74–78). Taken together, these factors intricately contribute to the complexity of achieving “strategic autonomy” and hinder the export potential of joint projects engaged in the production of advanced WMSE.

The implementation of ambitious export objectives is intricately linked to the effectiveness of the reforms of the military-industrial complex and faces impediments arising from a dearth of indigenous scientific, technical and developmental advancements in the military sector. A conspicuous factor contributing to this challenge is the limited government funding allocated to this sector within the Indian defence industry. It is pertinent to note that, in comparison to the considerably larger defence budgets of China and the United States, there is a notable disparity in the allocation of funds for new developments. On average, China provides around 20% of its total MIC expenditure to new developments, whereas the United States allocates approximately 12% for the same purpose.32

From 2018 to 2022, India allocated an average of 4.3% of its budget to Research and Development (R&D) — a figure deemed insufficient, especially given the increased spending on the army and navy in the 2022–


2023 fiscal year. It appears evident that the Indian government has chosen to address this longstanding issue. The defence budget for the 2023–2024 financial year outlines a shift, with total spending on the modernisation of the Armed Forces and WMSE development set to comprise 29% of the overall budget. Consequently, funding for R&D is slated to increase to 7.2%. However, it is essential to consider the relatively modest rates of original and promising initiatives of DRDO in preceding years (Pant, 2020, p. 221). Criticism of this organisation has traditionally revolved around concerns regarding the pace of new developments, the ultimate characteristics of new products, and significant cost overruns.

Henceforth, India is actively seeking to engage private enterprises in military-technical advancements. A noteworthy initiative of the Indian government in 2022 is to promote military technology startups in the private sector. Under the Innovation for Defence Excellence (iDEX) programme, the Indian government plans to allocate approximately 70 million USD from 2022 to 2026 to incentivise more than three hundred applications for military technical developments undertaken by small private enterprises, civilian inventors, research centres, and universities.

Facilitating this initiative is the Defence Innovation Organisation established in 2018 to enhance collaboration between public and private manufacturers and involve small private defence enterprises (Murti, 2020, 51). The Indian Ministry of Defence aims to allocate 25% of all expenditure on development and military-technical research to support of such startups. Nonetheless, the outcomes of these measures are anticipated to materialise no sooner than 5–7 years and are likely to extend into the next decade.

The Disparity in Export Share Between DPSUs and Private Producers

In 2021, following a restructuring initiative, India’s Defence public sector undertakings received a government directive to increase the revenue from exports of WMSE to 25% of their total revenues by 2025. To grasp the complexity of this mandate, it is instructive to examine the results from the financial year 2019–2020, when the collective share of export sales for the DPSUs stood at a mere 2% of their total revenues. This weak export performance was exacerbated by a notable imbalance — during the said period, Indian state-controlled defence enterprises collectively contributed less than 10% to the overall volume of Indian WMSE exports, with more than 90% of exports coming from products of Indian private enterprises. Furthermore, a significant portion, over 95%, of the total exports of weapons and military equipment by Indian DPSUs was attributed to industry leaders such as Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) and Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL). Given the

negligible contribution to export revenues by other Defence Public Sector Undertakings, even if the targets for 2025 are achieved, their combined impact on the total Indian exports of WMSE is likely to remain relatively insignificant.

**Low Productivity Trap and the Political Landscape**

Another crucial aspect is the impact of the political environment on the policies of the BJP government in the military-industrial sector. Despite a consistently high annual GDP growth rate exceeding 7%, the share of production in India’s GDP has experienced a sustained decline over the past 14 years, lingering below the levels observed in the early 2000s. This protracted low contribution of production to GDP, dating back to the 1960s, is indicative of a “low productivity trap” in manufacturing. The strategies employed by the BJP government to stimulate production through enhanced domestic private investment have yet to yield the desired outcomes.

The sluggish progress in India’s overall industrial development poses a substantial challenge to the broader economic reform agenda of Prime Minister Modi. It can be posited that, to a considerable extent, the emphasis on growing exports within the military-industrial complex is presented as a testament to the reforms undertaken by the BJP government. The surge in Indian arms exports is symbolically linked to the perceived successes of initiatives such as “Make in India” and “Self-Reliant India.”

This strategic focus on the development of Indian WMSE exports appears to be driven, in part, by political marketing considerations. The dynamic expansion of Indian arms exports serves as a tangible representation of the achievements of the BJP government under N. Modi. In the fiscal year 2022–2023, India saw a 24% increase in WMSE exports, amounting to 159.2 billion rupees (approximately 1.9 billion USD), and since 2016, Indian arms exports have witnessed a tenfold growth. In this context, the heightened politicisation of this issue is particularly conspicuous against the backdrop of the BJP’s preparations for the 2024 general parliamentary elections.

However, the notable progress in recent years is overshadowed by its relatively small market share of the global arms export market. Despite increasing its share from 0.1 to 0.2%, India had failed to secure a position among the top 25 arms-exporting countries by the end of 2022. Consequently, India’s presence in the global arms and equipment market is expected to remain insignificant in the medium term. Therefore, there is a potential risk for the government in utilising export indicators as a political asset. The success or failure of achieving the targeted export figures of 350 billion rupees (approximately 4.2 billion USD) by 2025 could have implications for the popularity of the BJP government. Achieving this ambitious target is a significant challenge, requiring a 54% increase in total WMSE exports by April 2025.

---

Conclusion

The criticisms outlined above do not imply that opportunistic considerations consistently outweigh strategic ones in the policy of the BJP-led Indian government. The benefits of reforming India’s military-industrial complex and fostering the export of weapons, military and special equipment are indisputable.

First, in the short term, the pursued policy serves the opportunistic goals of the ruling party.

Second, in the medium term, the rate of exports of military hardware will enable India to bolster its presence in the international arms markets and enhance strategic ties with regional states to counterbalance China.

Third, in the long term, this policy will contribute to elevating the Indian military-industrial complex to a new level of production and technological advancement, thereby significantly reducing arms imports in favor of Indian manufacturers and moving towards “strategic self-sufficiency.”

While there are numerous challenges on the path to achieving these goals, a substantial qualitative leap necessitates a sustained, systemic approach to reform and financing across the entire military production and development industry in India. This, in turn, is closely linked to overarching issues within the Indian manufacturing sector, encompassing insufficient modernisation and financing. Hence, India is keenly interested in attracting foreign investment and technology, not only in the military-industrial complex but also in the broader national industrial sector.

Therefore, it can be concluded that even in the long term, India’s entry into the group of leading countries exporting arms and equipment is unlikely. Achieving complete “strategic self-sufficiency” in the MIC should be viewed as a trajectory of India’s development under the BJP government rather than a strategic task with clear deadlines. Nevertheless, it is evident that the growth of WMSE exports constitutes a stable trend and will exert a substantial influence on the nature of India’s foreign policy with a focus on strengthening national defence capabilities and positioning India as a great power in the coming decade.
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